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Installation

 Installation
The Pursuit wireless keypad is designed to be placed on the driver’s door “B 
Pillar.” The rear slanted keypad should be places on the door pillar with the 
keypad angled to the rear.

Clean and prep the installation area with a isopropyl alcohol based solution. 
Allow the surface to dry completely before placing the keypad on the pillar. 
Remove the red plastic backing from the adhesive pad on the rear of the 
keypad. Place the keypad on the door pillar so that the keypad is angled 
(Slanted) to the rear. Press firmly for 60 seconds to ensure the adhesive 
properly adheres to the vehicle. 

 Programming
Locate the valet override button inside the vehicle. The vehicle’s door must be 
open until programming is complete.

To Program the keypad:
1. Set the vehicle’s ignition to the ON position.
2. Press and release the valet override button three (3) times. The 

system will beep one (1) time to confirm it has entered remote 
programming.

3. Press and release the 7/8 and the 9/0 buttons. The system will 
beep one (1) time to confirm the keypad has be programmed 
successfully. 

Note: The security system can store up to four (4) remote controls in its 
memory banks. This can be any combination of four (4) keypad or key 
chain remote controls. Any remote control programmed after four (4) will 
automatically delete the oldest remote control in the memory bank. 

 Programming Personal Pin Code (Optional)
The keypad master unlock code cannot be changed or deleted. The keypad 
can learn and store a personal pin code. This code can be changed at any 
time.

To Program a Personal Pin Code:
1. Enter the five (5) digit master code.
2. Within five (5) seconds press and hold the 1/2 button for one (1) 

second. The keypad LED will flash two (2) times. 
3. Within five (5) seconds, enter the new Personal Pin Code. The 

keypad LED will flash two (2) times to confirm the Pin Code has 
been stored. 
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Using Your Remote Control

 Locking the Vehicle
To lock the vehicle, exit the vehicle, close all doors, then press and release 
the 7/8 & 9/0 buttons at the same time. The parking lights will flash one (1) 
time, indicating the system is armed, has locked the doors (if equipped and 
connected) and activated the starter disable feature. The LED status indicator 
will blink steadily, once per second.  

NOTE: The system is equipped with a feature called Silent Choice. If enabled, 
the system requires a second press of the 7/8 & 9/0 buttons to activate an 
audible arming response from the vehicle.

 Two Stage Door Unlock (Optional) 
 If this feature is enabled entering the five (5) digit unlock code will unlock the 

driver’s door only. To unlock all doors, enter the five (5) digit unlock code then 
press and release the 3/4 button within five (5) seconds

 Unlocking the Vehicle 
 To unlock the vehicle enter the five (5) digit unlock code. The parking lights will 

flash two (2) times, indicating the system is disarmed and has unlocked the 
doors (if equipped and connected).

 Activating the Trunk Release Feature (Optional) 
 If this feature is enabled on your system, enter the five (5) digit unlock code 

then press and release the 7/8 button within five (5) seconds.

 Using the Personal Protection Alarm (Panic) 
 To activate the Panic alarm, enter the five (5) digit unlock code then press and 

hold the 5/6 button for five (5) seconds. To stop the alarm, enter the five (5) 
digit unlock code or press the lock functions (Press and release the 7/8 & 9/0 
buttons). The system will automatically stop after thirty (30) seconds.

 Deleting Personal Pin Code
To deleted the Personal Pin Code:

1. Enter the five (5) digit master code.
2. Within five (5) seconds press and hold the 1/2 button for five (5) 

second. The keypad LED will flash four (4) times to confirm the pin 
code has been deleted.
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FCC COMPLIANCE
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is 
subject to the following two conditions:

1. This device may not cause harmful interference, and
2. This device must accept any interference received, including 

any interference that may cause undesired operation.

Warning!
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party 
responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate 
the equipment.


